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Abstract—Next generations of physical and chemical vacuum deposition systems require more accurate and faster sensors to monitor the deposition of very thin films (nm range). Acoustic sensors, particularly QCMs, have been typically used in such systems. However, their potential has reached certain limitations. They are bulky, they need a water-cooling system to work at higher temperatures, and for certain applications their response time is not fast enough. For many years, film bulk acoustic wave resonators (FBARs) working at higher frequencies have been studied as a higher sensitivity alternative to QCMs, particularly in biosensing applications. However, they have been never applied and simultaneously compared to QCMs in an actual PVD system so far. Sorex Sensors has developed an FBAR which not only offers higher mass sensitivity than QCMs but also allows discriminating temperature related effects within the same device without the need of a reference sensor. FBARs can also be integrated in arrays providing a cost-effective and more accurate solution for thin film monitoring. This sensor has been tested simultaneously with a commercial QCM in an evaporator, for benchmarking the characteristic of both technologies in terms of sensitivity.
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Quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) are widely known for their application as thin film thickness monitoring sensors in physical vacuum deposition (PVD) systems [1]. Commercial QCMs work at 5-6 MHz providing mass sensitivities of around 0.2 Hz cm$^2$/ng [2]. Considering that the frequency resolution offered by deposition controllers on the market varies from the best available 0.0035 Hz [3] to 0.03 Hz, one may expect QCMs to provide mass resolutions of around 0.04 ng/cm$^2$ to 0.6 ng/cm$^2$, when coupled to these systems. So far, their performance has been satisfying for many applications. However, scientific advances and new industrial applications, such as Atomic Layer Deposition where thin-films and interfaces are engineered at the molecular level, impose new requirements that actual QCMs can hardly fulfill. As an example, the vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) technology is taking off due to the increasing demand in the automotive and the consumer electronics industries [4]. In these fields, VCSELs are being used as optical sensors for autonomous vehicles or for facial recognition in smartphones. Their structure includes Bragg reflectors made of several layers that are few-nm thick. As the accurate thicknesses of the thin films composing the VCSELs is critical, the next generation of deposition systems must provide highly controlled homogeneity and accuracy. Some high-quality tools include optical techniques for thickness monitoring. However, these are bulky, expensive and rely on the refractive index of the deposited materials (i.e. dielectric materials in this case), which can be difficult to measure and calibrate for very thin layers. In this context, solidly mounted resonators (SMRs), or film bulk acoustic wave resonators (FBARs) working at GHz frequencies represent a promising and cost-effective alternative [5], [6]. They use the same acoustic sensing principles as QCMs, but offer a new set of advantages that overcome their limitations. They offer mass resolutions in the fg range, their size can be three orders of magnitude smaller (see Fig. 1), they can also work at very high temperatures [7] and can be integrated in array-based chips using standard MEMS processed. Using an array configuration of SMRs increases accuracy and precision as it allows averaging the input of several sensors undergoing the same deposition conditions. Regarding temperature stability, some quartz cuts have low temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF), but they still require a (water) cooling systems, which increases the size of the sensing system. SMRs have proven to achieve very low TCF values, and although this value is not linear upon deposition of certain materials and thicknesses, it can be predicted, thus compensated. At Sorex Sensors we have developed SMRs that can discriminate the temperature influence from mass sensing without the need of reference devices.

Fig. 1. On the left two commercial QCMs and on the right the Sorex Sensors SMR packaged and unpackaged.
The superior performance in terms of mass sensitivity of FBARs is widely known, however their behavior has never been monitored in real-time while integrated in PVD systems until now. With this work, we present our initial results with SMRs used as thin film monitors in an evaporation system.

I. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Devices

Our devices are specifically designed SMRs working at 2.0 - 2.6 GHz with two resonances (Fig. 2). SMRs are based on a piezoelectric material, particularly AlN, sandwiched between two metallic electrodes and mounted on an acoustic reflector to isolate the resonant cavity from the Si substrate (inset Fig. 2). The acoustic reflector consists of alternating layers of high and low acoustic impedance materials. We generate two resonances with different mass sensitivities and different TCFs by engineering the acoustic reflector stack.

B. Set-up

The sensors have been integrated in an evaporator system together with a commercial 6 MHz QCM, placed at a close distance at the upper side of the chamber (Fig. 3). The deposited material was SiO$_2$ evaporated by Joule effect. Its evaporation rate was controlled using another QCM placed below the shutter. The response of the SMR was monitored using a network analyzer and the one of the QCM using a commercial Inficon STM-2. The temperature of the SMR was measured with a thermocouple. All data were acquired using LabView.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4 shows the response of both the SMR and QCM upon deposition of 275 nm-thick SiO$_2$. The graph shows the shifts in frequency of the QCM and the dual resonances of the SMR, together with the temperature variation close to the sensors and the thickness evolution. It can be clearly observed the difference in sensitivity of the SMR resonances, being more sensitive the first one (2 GHz). This also occurs with their TCF, although in this case the second peak shows higher sensitivity to temperature than the first one (see Fig. 5). Having two different responses to mass and temperature within the same device allows to discriminate the temperature effect with a simple set of equations.
For a total deposition of 275 nm of SiO$_2$, we observe a frequency shift of 190 MHz for the first peak of the SMR and 150 MHz for its second peak. These shifts include the temperature effects. For the QCM we get a 6.5 kHz shift. The mass sensitivities shown by our SMRs are in the range of 2000 Hz cm$^2$/ng and their TCFs in the range of +20 ppm/°C up to +30 ppm/°C. These values can vary (higher mass sensitivities and lower TCFs) depending on the device design and the materials deposited on top in a predictive way. The mass sensitivities shown by the SMRs are three orders of magnitude higher than those of the QCM. SMRs achieve a mass resolution in the fg range, whereas the best resolution of commercial QCMs lies in the range of pg. If we additionally consider the smaller surface area of the devices, SMRs respond faster upon smaller amounts of deposited mass.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented initial results of SMR-based devices being used as thin film monitoring sensors in a PVD system. They have been tested together with a commercial 6 MHz QCM. SMRs show three orders of magnitude higher mass sensitivities and, additionally, our specifically designed SMRs can discriminate the temperature effect without the need of a reference sensor or of a cooling system, as QCMs do. SMRs work at higher frequencies with the inherent law of noise scaled up with frequency. Nonetheless, the evolution of the vector network analyzers market offers nowadays smaller, portable and high performance solutions with lower prices. This allows a new way of testing acoustic sensors, particularly at high frequency, achieving very fast data acquisition with a higher resolution level limited by the frequency stability in the few kHz range. With such limits of detection SMRs can achieve absolute resolutions of fg. The readout electronics offered currently on the market for QCMs permit pg resolutions using the best and most expensive option. All in all, together with the array option offered by SMRs, we can consider them as highly promising substitutes of QCMs in the new generations of deposition systems.
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